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Barnett: The Canes of the Martyrdom
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two interesting essays are included in this issue of the historians

corner the first is by steven G barnett an inveterate collector of
little known facts and documents in mormon history his discussion
of the canes of the martyrdom clearly demonstrates the love and
reverence joseph smiths closest associates held for him but it also
provides some significant insight into the nature of some mormon
believers whose devotion to the relics associated with their martyred
marty red
prophet bordered on veneration
our second essay is provided by florian H thayn head of the
art and reference division in the office of the architect of the
capitol in washington DC mrs thayn had a great deal to do
with the historical research involved in the restoration of some of the
rooms in the US capitol building As a member of the church she
has also taken an active interest in mormon historic sites or
memorabilia in washington her essay should provide some ideas for
mormon history buffs and tourists who visit the nations capital in
addition to its basic intrinsic interest

THE CANES OF THE MARTYRDOM
steven G barnett

shortly after the martyrdom of the prophet joseph smith in
1844 unusual mementos in his memory wooden canes were
hewn coffin in which the
fashioned from the oak planks of the rough
roughhewn
body was returned to nauvoo the history of these mementos the
canes of the martyrdom is elusive but some conclusions may be
drawn from what little solid information can be found
steven G barnett

is

a collector of original historical documents
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the

canes themselves were given to a small group of the
prophet s friends how many canes there were originally to whom
the canes were given and how many of these canes exist today are
matters of pure conjecture we do know that willard richards
heber C kimball dimick huntington wilford woodruff and
probably brigham young had such canes today the only authenticated martyrdom cane carved from the wood of the oak coffins at
carthage known to exist is that of dimick huntington perhaps those
Perri grine sessions are also still in
belonging to heber C kimball and perrigrine
existence I1
the huntington cane is 33 12 long made from medium brown
oak with a hollowed knob handle containing a lock ofofjoseph
joseph smith s
hair originally a piece of glass from the viewing screen of the coffin in which joseph smith was laid in state2
stated covered the hole in the
knob having been affixed to a metal guard placed justinside
just inside the top
of the cane but this metal guard has since been broken the glass is
intact however still covering the hair it was meant to protect at the
base of the knob s hollowed inside just below the knob there is also
a band of metal on the shaft as well as a metal tip at the base of the
cane 3

an undated church news article entitled

story of the cane discloses saga of pioneers by courtney
perrl grine sessions has been brought to the attention of the
Perri
cottam
ofperngrme
cottain who interviews thomas sessions a son of
perrigrine
author in this article thomas sessions states the following concerning the cane in his possession at that time
the cane is hardwood it isis made from the wood of the same tree the planks for the prophets coffin was
made from photocopy of this article in collection of author
joseph smiths body may have been placed in as many as three different coffins in 1844 these would
be the rough oak box he was placed in at carthage the outer coffin used while the body lay in state at the
mansion house which was then filled with bags of sand and buried at the cemetery and the coffin in which
the body was buried secretly in the basement of the nauvoo house perhaps these precautions were taken to
protect the bodies from any mutilation that may have been planned by the prophet s enemies see B H
roberts A comprehensive history odthe
of the church 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press
2 293
295
2293.
2293
2295
oliver boardman huntingtonjournal
huntington journal MS book 18 pp
ap 62 64 archives and manuscripts department
harold B lee library brigham young university provo under the date of monday 8 march 1897
huntington writes original spelling and punctuation retained throughout this article
1I had with me a cane made of the rough box hastily nailed together into which the

1965

body

was placed after he was murdered and brought to nauvoo from
prophet joseph smiths
carthage
cam was a lock of his hair which was taken from his hed after he had
in the top of the cain
his head
been buried 7 months my brother william took it off A as he and my brother dimick
were moving the bodies ofofjoseph
joseph and hyrum from where they were first buried in the cellar
of the nauvoo house to the cellar or pit under a little outhouse that was built exclusively for
that purpose the glass over his face was broken and they saved some of that glass and a
cam and then a piece of metal with a
piece of that glass covered the hair in the top of the cain
round hole in the center was over the glass and hair
allum
allu minum
alluminum
allummum
mum the hair could be seen
through the hole in the metal aliu
at the party on that evening the cane and its history became known and was viewed
inspected admired and handled by each individual and was constantly on the move until
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references to the martyrdom canes appear rather frequently in
LDS literature in brigham young by M R werner we read
was perpetua
perpetuated
tedaa few days later the
rough boards which had been used as temporary coffins were sawed in

the memory of the prophet

among josephs and hyrums
hyrams friends who had
pieces and distributed amongjosephs
canes made of them each with a lock of the prophet s hair set in the
to day 4
top these canes are considered sacred relics today

matthias F cowley in his wilford woodruff history of his life and
labors says
before leaving nauvoo he paid a visit to emma smith to whose life he
sought to bring consolation in the hour of her bereavement she gave
him a piece of oak for a staff the oak had been taken from joseph
smiths coffin

apostle cowley also speaks of president woodruff s visit to mary
ofhyrum
fielding smith widow of
hyrum smith where he was given locks of
the hair from the heads of joseph smith hyrum smith samuel H
smith and don carlos smith president woodruff commented on
the reason for collecting these relics
also obtained some hair of the quorum of the twelve apostles my
purpose in getting it was that I1 might put a part of each of these collections in the knob of my staff as a relic of those noble men the master
1I

spirits of the nineteenth century

5

at night I1 was invited to give a history of the cane and of the burial and reburial
of the bodies ofofjoseph
cam came into my possession in
joseph and hyrum smith which 1I did the cain
12 0 clock

this way

that josephs body was
it was my brother dimicks cane in the first place the whole box thatjosephs
brought to nauvoo in was sawed up into strips suitable to make walking canes of and divided

out among his special friends
allens and he told me to take and keep it
after the death of dimick the cane became aliens
until he called for it
he died without calling for it at all

werner bangham
brigham young new york harcourt brace co 1925 p 182
bngham
and labors salt lake city utah bookcraft
matthias F cowley wilford woodruff history ofhie
of his life andlabors
ofhif
A more precise account of this event is found in wilford woodruff
woodruffes diary under the date
woodruffs
pp 227 28 amore
1971 ap
woodruft
1971pp227
of 23 august 1844
I1 met with the quorum of the twelve in council a little time or some of them I1 visited
emma smith the widow of the prophet she let me have a peace of oak for a staff
M R
IM

rjujajujj

coffin of the prophet joseph who was inhumanly mattered
marr
mart ered
in carthage all in company with his brother hiram emma also let me have a pair of gloves
handkerchief
kerchief both of which
composed of white cotton and mrs I1 woodruff a pair cotton hankerchief
han
the prophet wore while living we called upon sister mary smith widow of hiram smith
joseph smith hiram smith samuel
the patriarch she gave us some hair from the head of ofjoseph
smith
S
brothers of the same parents 1I also obtained some hair of
mith & don carloss smith all rothers
the quorum of the twelve apostles imn the church ofjesus christ of the latter day saints my
object was in putting a portion of each in the top of my staff as a relick of those noble men
in the
master spirits of the nineteenth centaury to hand down to my posterity to deposit m
in the holy temple of GOD on the consecrated hill of zion
most holy and sacred place m

out of the

wilford woodruffjournal
woodruff journal 23 august 1844 library archives of the historical department
of jesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city
of the church ofjesus
utah
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don corbett

also relates this story in his mary fielding smith

daughter of britain 6
in the life ofheber C kimball by orson F whitney heber C
kimball is quoted as testifying to the healing virtues of these canes
how much would you give for even a cane that father abraham had

used or a coat or ring that the savior had worn the rough oak boxes in
which the bodies of joseph and hyrum were brought from carthage
were made into canes and other articles I1 have a cane made from the
plank of one of those boxes so has brother brigham and a great many
others and we prize them highly and esteem them a great blessing 1I
want to carefully preserve my cane and when 1I am done with it here 1I
shall hand it down to my heir with instructions to him to do the same
and the day will come when there will be multitudes who will be healed
and blessed through the instrumentality of those canes and the devil
cannot overcome those who have them in consequence of their faith
and confidence in the virtues connected with them

further on in the same speech heber C kimball is quoted as saying
in like manner I have sent my cane dr richards used to lay his old
1

black cane on a person s head and that person has been healed through
its instrumentality by the power of god 7

john D lee s confessions also refer to the cane carving incident 8
current editions of parley P pratt s autobiography carry an illustration of
onwillard
ofwillard
willard richards holding his cane 9 an enlarged version

of the same collection of pictures of the twelve apostles under
brigham young also appears in william edwin berrett s the
restored church 10 willard richards s cane seems to be identical to
the huntington cane
there were also some other canes made which have at times been
mistaken for those made from the carthage coffins james bird a
cabinet maker assigned to the project fashioned three canes from the
wood left over from the construction of the burial coffins of joseph
and hyrum smith one of these was presented to brigham young
one to heber C kimball and the last retained by mr bird the bird
gijon
don C
1970 p 174
orson
70rson F

I1ake city
fielding smith daughter of britain salt lake
corbett mary helding

deseret book co

bookcraft 1967 pp
ap 465 66 the
discourse cited here was delivered on 15 march 1857 the complete text is
Discourses
journal ofdifcomrses
of
is found in injomrnal
ofdiscourses
26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 1886 reprint ed 1967 4292
4 292 95
the late mormon bishopjohn
john D lee
bishop tohn
john D lee mormonism unveiled or the life and confessions of
odrae
st louis mo bryan brand & co 1877 p 153 this passage states that the remains of the prophet
and his brother were laid in a sepulcher made of stone the rough boards which once enclosed them were
sawed in pieces
ces and distributed among their friends many of ofwhom
whom had canes made of the pieces with a lock
of the hair of the prophet set in the top of them and those canes are kept as sacred relics to this day
pailey
sparley
9parley
parley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt salt lake city
deseret book co 1968

whitney life ofheber C kimball salt lake city

p 407
I william edwin berrett the restored church salt lake city
deseret book co

1969

p 269
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12
long
cane is a straight stick with an ivory handle that measures 4y2
12 long with a 1 brass band at its tip this cane
the cane itself is 32 vi
is now preserved by the bird family in california I11 members of the
kimball family claim that at one time heber C kimball had three
canes connected to the martyrdom one of those three canes has
been described as 34 12 long of solid oak construction the handle is
a solid knob of 1 banded at its base by a brass ring the tip of the
cane is also brass capped this is the cane the kimball family feels
was used by heber C kimball for healing purposes and it is owned
by family members living in salt lake city 12
there is also a possibility that some bogus canes have been made
which have been mistaken for those directly connected with the martyrdom william R hamilton writing to S H B smith from carthage illinois on 18 march 1898 states
1

soon after the killing of the smiths father had the bodies brought to
our home and rough pine coffins made in which they were placed
those boards have furnished material for thousands of walking canes

it

improbable that there was enough wood available from two coffins for thousands of walking canes and william hamilton may
have been joking as he referred to such claims if not he may simply
have been in error for he is the only source that gives any description
of the coffin wood being other than oak the huntington cane is
definitely oak and mr hamilton may have forgotten some of the
facts over the intervening fifty four years he was a boy of fourteen at
the time of these events 13
some individuals have claimed that these canes have a hidden
dark meaning other than their sentimental and healing virtues raymond W taylor in an unpublished article entitled the legend of
the friends of the martyrs suggests an oath of vengeance 14 in this
theory the canes were symbolic of the owner s oath of revenge
against those who spilled the blood of the prophet of god however
the basis for such a belief appears to be purely circumstantial
is

correspondence of the bird family with author 18 november 1974 and 10 december 1974 this correspondence includes a photograph of the james bird cane
12 12correspondence
14 july 1974 another cane belonging to heber C
correspondence of the kimball family with author 14july
kimball was embellished with a gold handle inscribed with the kingdom of god or nothing heber C
kimball
this cane is also thought by the kimball family to be related to the martyrdom
william R hamilton to S H B smith 18 march 1898 photocopy in
m collection of author william R
m carthage where much of the
hamiltons
hamilton father artois hamilton was the owner of the hamilton hotel in
joseph smith s last days took place
drama of ofjoseph
14 14raymond
MS 23 july 1970 collect
collection
raymond W taylor legend of the friends of the martyrs
ion of the
lon
author raymond W taylor is pictured holding the huntington cane on p 208 harry M beardsley claims
that the canes served as a symbol of status
later the wood was split into short lengths and distributed
sucks made from the wood were recognized as
waiking sticks
among the leaders of the church for many years walking
beardsley joseph smith and
emblems of rank and authora
authori
authority
andhts
his mormon empire cambridge mass
ty
mafflin
mifflm co riverside press 19311
houghton mffflin
19511
1931
1951 p 370
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the canes of the martyrdom are

a very real part of the mormon
heritage shrouded in mystery as they are the canes stand as a
testimony of the love the owners shared for the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph smith
and his work
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